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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 The Ithaca Commons the heart of Ithaca since 1974. The Commons offers shops, restau-
rants, and several popular festivals every year. Over the last few years, the Commons went 
through major construction, which has made an impact on the community. Media outlets span-
ning from The Ithaca Voice to the Cornell University Daily Sun, and even the New York Times, 
covered the massive makeover Downtown Ithaca has undergone. The response has been largely 
positive, praising the renovations as “a new era for Ithaca.”
 While the community media have been very responsive to the changes in the Commons, 
we noticed that it appears that community members, specifically those on social media sites, 
haven’t been as vocal. Even though the Downtown Ithaca Facebook page gets primarily a 5-star 
rating, the most recent review was posted a month ago. Additionally, on the Ithaca Commons 
Yelp page, we noticed that many tourists and/or community members were annoyed by the 
construction happening in the Commons, which means we need to draw them back and within 
the rest of proposal, we have explained the ideas that we have to implement incentive pro-
grams, enhance social media accounts and make the Commons the place for students to be.
 As a result of our primary research, we developed a clear understanding of how students 
feel about the Commons and what we can do to make their experience in the Commons better. 
Our loyalty programs and campus outreach should draw more student to the Commons and 
alert them of all the events that take place. Our plan is truly dedicated to students at Ithaca 
College, and we believe by promoting the Commons through our student news outlets we can 
encourage them to spend more time enjoying the newly revamped space. 
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SWOT ANALYSIS
Strengths: 
• Many students due to Cornell and 

Ithaca College
• Many diverse cuisines offered
• Strong local music scene
• Walking distance from Ithaca College
• Large scale events

Weaknesses:
• Expensive to dine and shop
• Parking and transportation
• Negative view due to construction
• Some businesses failing due to 

construction 

Opportunities:
• Large social media following
• With construction brings a potential 

for a revamped image

Threats:
• Cold months
• Other chain options that are cheaper 

and quicker
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INCENTIVE PROGRAMS
What Are Other College Towns Doing?
 There are a few events and activities that are now held in other college towns that Downtown Ithaca 
could potentially adopt. A few other college towns have arts and crafts events, such as holiday craft making. 
Craft activities related to the holidays are perfect for the winter months, as they could be held indoors. Also 
for the winter months, dancing and musical events could bring students to the downtown area, held indoors 
or maybe even outdoors. Ithaca already has a few art galleries, but they need to be brought to the attention 
of more students, potentially by offering food/activities in the gallery.
 Another activity in other college towns is themed cocktail hours. This appeals to older students who 
can legally drink, as going out for drinks is a part of college culture. Burlington, Vermont, holds wine tastings, 
which would be perfect for Ithaca because of all of the wineries. If wine tastings were held in the Commons 
instead of at the far away wineries, it would bring more students to the Downtown/Commons area who, es-
pecially in the winter. Burlington has an event with wine and chocolate tasting, which seems very appealing 
to students. 
 Boulder, Colorado, has specific days where certain restaurants/foods are highlighted and discounted 
such as Taco Tuesdays and Pig Roast Fridays. With a huge variety of restaurants, Downtown Ithaca could use 
this to entice students with price discounts. Bandwagon already holds $3 fries of Wednesday nights, which 
many students know and love. Bringing  live music and dancing during any of these events would make 
students more likely to hang out in the Commons and Downtown Ithaca area longer.
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Incentive Programs and Social Media 
Enhancement Ideas
Smartphone App
 Our goal is to motivate students to spend more time in the Commons whether they are eating at 
restaurants, attending events or taking their latest Instagram photo. We want students to enjoy the newly 
renovated area.  In order to bring students down to the Commons, we want to create an all-encompassing 
app that will interact on all smartphones.  A feature of this app will hold the key to a loyalty program that we 
would like to offer to students and faculty. We want restaurants to work with students in offering affordable 
deals or specials that will entice students to come down to the Commons and enjoy the new space.  

Restaurant Week (March 21-March 27, 2015)
 Another way we want to get students to dine in the Commons is through a Restaurant Week.  We 
are aware that A Bite of Ithaca is held in the month of July, but we believe having an additional week during 
winter would beneficial to students.  Since we know that students are limited on funds, the Restaurant Week 
could be a great way to emphasize specials and encourage students to walk down with a big group and enjoy 
the diverse cuisines in the Commons. Our main pitch to the restaurants is that students will be here to capi-
talize on these deals instead of it just being $5 dollar bites, which is what happens during the summer. With 
our Restaurant Week, students and other community participants would be able to purchase a wristband to 
participate. The wristbands are the key to joining Restaurant Week. From there, the restaurants themselves 
could build their own drink promotions, prix fixe menus and other specials. 

Jingle Bars (December 5)
 Since Ithaca tends to have extremely cold winters, we wanted to find a way to draw students down 
to the Commons even during the frigid weather. The Ithaca bars, such as Moonie’s, 2nd Floor and Lot 10, are 
establishments that keep students coming back time and time again, so we believe that planning an event, 
which in this case would be a bar crawl, with these businesses would be a great idea. In the same vein as 
Santa Con that happens every winter in Manhattan, we wanted to hold a winter-themed bar crawl (in early 
December before students go home for Winter Break). Students over 21 (possibly a senior event), and other 
participants of age, would pay a flat rate, be provided with a wristband and bounce back and forth to partici-
pating bars in the Downtown Commons. The name of our Ithaca bar crawl will be Jingle Bars.
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Incentive Programs and Social Media 
Enhancement Ideas Cont.
Winter Carnival Revamped
We want the smartphone app to keep people in tune with upcoming events.  Ithaca is known for some of 
its major festivals, however almost every weekend there is something going on and we want students to be 
able to get involved with everything that is offered.  The event tab on the app will provide students with a 
schedule of the month’s events as well as “what’s happening today” to push students to walk down and enjoy 
the town.  In terms of events, we want to expand on Winter Carnival and make it more student friendly as it 
has been family oriented in the past.  We are also hoping to plan a major event for Earth Day where we can 
include all students and families in town to gather outside and enjoy the day.  

Snapchat
A social media platform that many students are using is Snapchat. In order to reach the target demographic 
of students more easily, we think it would be a great idea for Downtown Ithaca to set up a Snapchat account. 
Through this social media platform, Downtown Ithaca can showcase the changes that have been made and 
the various events going on (whether it be one of the many festivals such as Apple Fest or a concert). Addi-
tionally, in order to drive students to shop, dine and drink in the Commons, we believe it would be beneficial 
to have a different Ithaca Commons business take over the Snapchat account one day each week and show 
what the day in the life of that particular business is like.

Sustainability Initiatives
 As Ithaca is a notably “green” city with passionate citizens and students dedicated to fostering an en-
vironmentally friendly community, it is important to promote this aspect and institute our own eco-friendly 
initiatives. While trying to encourage the use of alternative transportation, we found that it could be bene-
ficial to institute a bike-sharing program for the Commons and surrounding downtown area. Cornell already 
has a similar program with Big Red Bikes and its services provided by Zagster. Expanding this program to the 
Commons could encourage more students to bike to the downtown area and not feel the need to drive or 
worry about parking. 
 While many people are aware of composting and recycling and its benefits, it could be beneficial 
to encourage this practice with educational materials focusing more on composting, its benefits, and what 
exactly can be composted. We have found that people are aware of the benefits, but find it difficult and 
confusing as to what they can and can’t compost. Providing materials with information about the practice in 
the form of posters, pamphlets, and flyers could encourage more people to compost and increase the sustain-
ability of the area.
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PRIMARY RESEARCH
 In order to understand what the perceptions are surrounding the renovations in the Ithaca Com-
mons,transportation issues, and events/activities students would be interested in attending, we conducted 
an online survey. 

 From this survey, we gained many important insights: 

• 65% of students surveyed said that they visit the Ithaca Commons fairly often/very often

• 45% of survey participants indicated that a combination of shopping, nightlife/bars, dining 

and socializing is what draws them to the Commons. 

• 18% indicated that the main draw from them was nightlife/bars, while 18% indicated that 

they primarily came down to the Commons for dining. 

• 45% indicated that all of the above options (which included Restaurant Week, Jingle Bars & 

a Student Loyalty Program) were of interest to them. 

• When ranked individually, students most often selected Restaurant Week first, and then the 

vote for Jingle Bars and a Student Loyalty Program was nearly tied.

• When asked how they traveled to the Commons, the most popular form of transportation 

was a car/cab, followed by walking, then the TCAT bus. The last option, biking, came back 

with 0% of students selecting that option.

•  42% indicated that they would use/definitely use a Downtown Ithaca app.

• 60% of survey participants indicated that they felt very good about the renovations to the 

Commons and 28% indicated that they felt good about the renovations.
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PROPOSALS
Jingle Bars Proposal
 Hello, we’re the Park PR Team from Ithaca College. Every semester, students in this class are given a client to 
represent and our team was given the Downtown Ithaca Alliance/Ithaca Commons. As you know, the Ithaca Commons 
has undergone a major change in recent years. With this change, we as a team want to create new traditions and 
foster a stronger student presence in the Commons.
         Your bar is a staple in the Ithaca Commons and a business that lives in the hearts of students, which is why 
we are reaching out to you.  We are proposing a winter event that we would love your participation in.
 Our idea stems from a tradition in New York City that comes around every December.  The event is Santa-Con 
which is a city wide bar crawl where the beat of the city is filled with holiday spirit.  One of the issues we want to 
tackle at Park PR is urging students to enjoy the nightlife in the Commons even when the temperature becomes less 
than favorable.  
 We are looking to do a winter-themed bar crawl, called Jingle Bars, on Saturday December 4, 2015 with the 
surrounding bars in the Commons. The week prior to Jingle Bars (beginning on November 30th), we will start promot-
ing to students through Ithaca College social media channels that they can pick up a wristband at any of the partic-
ipating bars for $5, which will grant them access to any of the participating bars on the night of the Jingle Bars. The 
proceeds from the wristbands will be donated to insert charity here. However, we are leaving it up to the discretion of 
each participating bar to design their own drink specials for the Jingle Bars participants, and all of the proceeds will 
go straight to your business. Unlike traditional bars that have a host that brings groups to the bars on a schedule, we 
are letting Jingle Bars participants travel through the bars on their own time, but are hoping to have a student “host” 
at each bar to keeping the party going! We also want to implement a food component to encompass more of a adult 
winter festival event.
 With this event, we are hoping to both foster a stronger connection between students and the new and 
improved Ithaca Commons as well as support local businesses. We hope that you will consider our proposal to be a 
part of this event. If you have any additional questions or comments, please feel free to contact us.
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Restaurant Week Proposal
 Hello, we’re the Park PR Team from Ithaca College. Every semester, students in this class are given a 
client to represent and our team was given the Downtown Ithaca Alliance/Ithaca Commons. As you know, 
the Ithaca Commons has undergone a major change in recent years. With this change, we as a team want to 
create new traditions and foster a stronger student presence in the Commons.
 Your restaurant is a staple in the Ithaca Commons and a business that lives in the hearts of students, 
which is why we are reaching out to you.  With that in mind, we are proposing an event that we would be 
delighted to have your participation in.
 With the knowledge we have gained regarding the success of Ithaca’s “Bite of Ithaca,” which takes 
place during the month of July we decided what better way to bring students down to the Downtown Com-
mons to dine than to have a restaurant week during the school year.  We trust that the creative specials served 
at discounted prices will invite students and the surrounding Ithaca community to experience the many 
diverse cuisines downtown. We are looking to host this Restaurant Week from Monday, March 21 to Sunday, 
March 27, 2015 with surrounding restaurants in the Commons. 
 With this event, we are hoping to both foster a stronger connection between students and the new 
and improved Ithaca Commons as well as support local businesses. We hope that you will consider our pro-
posal to be a part of this event. If you have any additional questions or comments, please feel free to contact 
us.
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WEBSITE IMPROVEMENT TACTICS 
 Downtown Ithaca has a range of existing online content including downtownithaca.com, the online 
blog at downtownith.com, the members’ site at downtownithaca.wordpress.com, as well as a social media 
presence on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. With such a widespread presence on the Web, it is increasingly 
important for all users to have a seamless journey when navigating through all of Downtown Ithaca’s online 
materials. As users’ experience on the website can affect their attitude toward Downtown Ithaca, and ulti-
mately their engagement, it is necessary for them to have a fluid, uninterrupted, and pleasant experience on 
the main website and its connection to other online materials. To improve this experience, we recommend 
several tactics designed to improve the website in regards to the user experience, and how the average con-
sumer can easily navigate through all of Downtown Ithaca’s online materials. 

Update student discounts tab
 With students being our main audience, this would be a very important feature of the website. 
Discovering that the content is unavailable could lead to frustration and distrust in Downtown Ithaca and its 
commitment to students and their interests in general.

Fix broken links at bottom of home page
 There are two links at the bottom of the website that do not go to their intended destination. The 
email button as well as a blue square button both go alternately to the “Student Discounts” tab and back 
to the home page. People looking to contact Downtown Ithaca via email could become frustrated with the 
incorrect link causing them to leave the site.

Add Instagram link
 While Downtown Ithaca maintains an Instagram account, it was hard to find it promoted in any of its 
online materials. There should be a link at the bottom or top of the page along with the links to Twitter and 
Facebook to drive more traffic to the account and promote more interaction with the DIA.

Add media tab with articles on Commons like the NY Times article/blog posts
 We believe that the Downtown Ithaca website could benefit from the inclusion of any media men-
tions or press releases relating to the Commons or Downtown area. We have found that other community 
websites have included either a tab or list of media mentions such as the Boulder, Colorado, and Burlington, 
Vermont, websites. There was a notable NY Times article about the Commons and news like this provides a 
positive view of the Commons and community. A news tab does not only need to be news mentions, it could 
also be updated with local news about the Commons, festivals and concerts.
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FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

 Social media have become an essential platform to promote events, places and new ideas.  We 
strongly recommend that the DIA create a  social media team, whether that be incorporating social media 
responsibilities into the roles of the marketing team in place at the DIA or hiring a team of local IC students to 
run social media accounts for the Ithaca Commons.  
 One of the insights we gained from current students through our survey was the lack of knowledge 
they have leading up to a big event in the Ithaca Commons.  In terms of concerts and smaller special events, 
students don’t know it’s happening until they see the event unfolding minutes before it starts.  With the help 
of Instagram, the social media team can not only promote the event weeks before, but they can also gauge 
excitement, encourage attendance and secure their return.  We realize running a successful Instagram is 
somewhat of a full-time job, with the help of the website Onlypult.com ($12 a month) posts and photos can 
be scheduled in advance, and you can also study the analytics to assure the photo is being posted at a prime 
time of the day.  
 A social media platform that students use very frequently is Snapchat. Through research, we deter-
mined that creating a live Snapchat feed for the Ithaca Commons would be too expensive. However, if the 
DIA social media team were to set up an account for the Ithaca Commons, and then share its username on 
other social media accounts such as Instagram and Twitter, students can add the DIA account and watch their 
story to see what is happening in the Ithaca Commons everyday. As mentioned in our first proposal, in order 
to drive students to shop, dine and drink in the Ithaca Commons, we believe it would be beneficial to have a 
different Ithaca Commons business take over the Snapchat account one day each week and show what the 
day in the life of that particular business is like.

Social Media Recommendations
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Future Marketing Suggestions for Bringing 
Students to the Commons
IC Intercom
 A good way to connect with the IC student body is with the daily internal newsletter Intercom. 
Intercom has news and stories from around the campus, including important announcements, information 
about events, concerts, lectures, plays, etc. These posts go directly to faculty and staff through e-mail and are 
received several times weekly. The DIA could use this service to promote events, social media pages, and the 
DIA app in a forum that would be read by a good portion of the student body and faculty. It is free to post and 
a story or update can be submitted by Ithaca College faculty, staff, and student leaders. This is something that 
could be done by students already working with the DIA such as interns, or the DIA can contact the Intercom 
moderators at intercom@ithaca.edu for information about posting their stories. 

Connecting and Engaging with students
 A problem the DIA is facing when it comes to student attendance at events is not with the events 
themselves, but rather with spreading the word about the lesser-known events and festivals that take place 
in the Commons. Many students do not tend to respond to advertising in traditional media such as our 
on-campus newspaper the Ithacan or radio station WICB. What really gets students to notice something is to 
put it right in front of them. When it comes to events such as the Chowder Cook-Off and Ice Carving Festival, 
a good way to spread the word is to get on campus, where the students are, and show them exactly what the 
events have to offer. Recently, IC Square in the Campus Center held a demonstration for Russian chef Liliia 
Shkileva with sample of her dishes being served to students as they walked past. Along these same lines, the 
DIA could schedule a window where a small sample of chowders could be passed out to students to get them 
aware of the event and what exactly they’ll be missing. Students respond well to engagement and bringing 
the chowder to them would be a great way to introduce the event in a way that grabs their attention and 
stick in their minds. The Ice Festival could also benefit from tactics such as this. Simply seeing pictures of the 
amazing creations the artists have made in the past was enough to convince our team that the event would be 
something we wouldn’t want to miss. By setting up a table to promote the event with pictures of some of the 
amazing creations, students would get to actually see what the event offers instead of just hearing it or seeing 
a poster. To take this to the next level, the DIA could promote the event by placing a sample ice sculpture in a 
high-traffic area on campus such as outside of Campus Center. This would really grab the students’ attention 
and convince them that the event is worthwhile. The people to contact regarding these promotions would be 
Campus Center Events and Services at ces@ithaca.edu.
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Marketing to students at Commons Events and On Campus
 One of the best ways to connect with students and make them aware of things such as the social me-
dia accounts and DIA app is to use existing events and media that they are already using. The DIA has many 
great events held in the Commons that are already well established among the student populations of both 
IC and Cornell. Two of the most attended each year seem to be Apple Harvest Fest and Chili Fest. These events 
would be a great place to set up a booth to promote the app. Since it is free, students would not have a prob-
lem downloading the app once they realize everything it has to offer. The problem seems to be that nobody 
has heard of it and doesn’t realize what lies inside. Promoting the app with demonstrations and a special 
incentive for downloading the app right then and there would be a great way to get it in the students’ hands 
and introduce them to all the information and resources it offers. Students love discounts and deals and using 
this tactic as a way to promote the app would incentivize actually downloading it in the form of a special 
discount to a restuarant or shop in the Commons or the festival at which the app is being promoted. Besides 
actual events in the Commons, other good ways to promote this would be to set up a booth on-campus to 
get the DIA right in front of the students in a place where they can be interacted with. On-Campus groups set 
up tables in IC Campus Center frequently to get information out about their group or event and the DIA could 
use this same tactic to spread the word about their app and its services. The best people to contact regarding 
setting something up on campus would again be Campus Center Events and Services. They can be contacted 
at (607) 274-3313 or ces@ithaca.edu.

Student Discount Program 
 The DIA discount program available to students would be a great asset to nearly everyone on cam-
pus. A vast majority of the students are not aware that such a program exists, but could benefit greatly from 
what it has to offer. The best way to get this into the students’ hands is to promote it via media that they 
know applies to them directly. On Facebook, each class year has its own page where both students and orga-
nizations post to reach out to the class directly to promote their cause. Advertising via individual class pages 
would be a great way to get the message in a place that students check regularly and generally receive up-
dates for when new material is posted. Posting material to this page could be facilitated by members of each 
individual class group, or by contact members of the Student Government Association or the SGA directly at 
sgacommunications@ithaca.edu.  
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